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REGIONAL AND LOCAL POST-
SECONDARY VOCATIONAL
PROGRAAAS FOR DEAF PEOPLE
JAMES HANSON
When Bill Woodrick called me several months ago and asked
me to undertake the task of conducting a survey of the available
post-secondary vocational training programs for the deaf in the
United States, I found it easy to consent to his request. Like every
professional rehabilitation worker in this room, I have found myself
frustrated from time to time, by the apparent lack of training
resources readily available for my deaf clients. I, too, have wished
I had ready access to a resource catalog outlining the post-
secondary vocational training facilities designed to meet the unique
training needs of the adult deaf.
It occurred to me, at the time of Bill's request, that I would be
doing myself a favor to accept his requested assignment, since I
would compile, first hand, information that I have many times
wished I had.
The ease with which I accepted the assignment betrayed my
naivete regarding the complexity of compiling a definitive list of
resources on a nationwide basis. I have no doubt that during this
three day convention I will have gained more substantive in
formation by way of informal discussions with the rehabilitation
workers representing the various states in attendance than I have
gained by way of any survey by correspondence.
These preceding comments might be termed a preamble to
failure since they inform you at the outset that I do not bring to you
anything approaching a comprehensive, definitive listing of
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resources available to the adult deaf on a post-secondary level.
However, in spite of my inability to provide such a comprehensive
listing, I do not regard my attempt as a failure since some valuable
information was gained. I would like to pass on these informational
observations to perhaps serve as an impetus to further planning for
the compilation of a truly comprehensive directory of resources
available to the adult deaf on a post-secondary level.
In my survey letter which I sent to all state rehabilitation
agencies, I requested that they submit to me a list of all post-
secondary resources specifically available to the deaf in their state.
I  received responses from thirty-three of the fifty-one ad
ministrative units I surveyed, the extra one being the District of
Columbia. Although I assumed that my survey letter was clearly
stated in the use of the terms "post-secondary," "specifically
available" and "deaf" it was apparent by the review of responses
that the interpretations on the information I was seeking was wide
and varied. Some states submitted the State Residential School for
the Deaf as the only resource available to them while at the same
time indicating that the ages to be served in these residential
schools was not consistent with my definition of "post-secondary."
In several other instances, the states responded with resources
of a post-secondary nature which were not "specifically available"
lo the deaf. These responses usually referred to using "regular"
programs in existence along with the provision of interpreters for
deaf students. These resources were often defined as providing for
all disability groups including the deaf. It was not possible to
ascertain, on the basis of information provided, the extent to which
these resources were providing knowledgeable and specific
programming to meet the unique problems of the deaf student.
Now, if I may, I would like to offer some additional observations
arising out of my review of the responses to this survey. At first
view, my reaction to the responses was to be somewhat impressed
with how much activity is taking place at the post-secondary level
for the deaf. My second reaction was to ask myself "as compared
with what?" There can be no denial that the young deaf student
coming into the adult world has before him many more options for
future training than did his predecessor of a generation ago. This
would be comforting if, during that generation of advancement in
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educational opportunity, the rest of the world had stood still and
waited for the deaf to catch up. Such has not been the case. The
phenomenal growth of our technological society has placed even
greater demands on our new deaf adult. And the lag seems to be
greater today than ever. In a day when educational curriculums
push alegebra down into the elementary grades, we continue to
observe young deaf persons entering adulthood with only a
rudimentary understanding of arithmetic. We live in an age where
communication is king and we find ourselves dealing with young
deaf adults who struggle with communication at the most
elementary level totally unequipped to wade through a morass of
language that includes words like "specifications," "formula," and
"correlation." These are the terms of technology, science and
research and if the deaf adult is to enter the space age he will need
these tools of language to succeed in his job. So lest we get to feeling
somewhat content in the gains that have been made in post-
secondary resources for the adult deaf, it behooves us to keep in
mind how far we have yet to go.
Another observation coming out of my survey of post-secondary
resources was the obvious demand for qualified, competent in
terpreters to bridge the gap between the deaf adult and the
knowledge he seeks. Any number of responses made reference to
extensive use of interpreters as a means of providing an educational
resource for the deaf client in his own community. I found myself
wondering where these interpreters were being found. I also found
niysell wishing 1 knew more about the quality of the interpreting
which was being provided. Having had some limited experience
serving as an interpreter for a student training as a machinist, I
have come to realize that to provide training through an interpreter
is no casual endeavor if it is to be done effectively in behalf of the
deaf student.
With increasing demands being placed on vocational
rehabilitation budgets, the pressure is on for counselors to seek out
local training resources for the client where-ever possible. This
often eliminates the additional costs of out-of-state tuition, tran
sportation and maintenance. This means a greater utilization of
interpreters on the local level. However, we have found it difficult
in Iowa to recruit interpreters who are willing to devote the time
required to provide this important service and to develop the
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professional expertise required to do the job well. The increased
prolessionalization of the interpreters throughout the country is an
encouraging trend. It has not reached Iowa yet, but it will in time I
am sure. The point I wish to emphasize is that when we talk of in
creased development of post-secondary resources for for the deaf,
wo need to realize the extreme importance of the activity of A1
Pimentel and The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf in the en
couragement and development of this very important component in
the total resource needs for our adult deaf population.
Tennessee, for example, is a state which has demonstrated it
has very knowledgeable personnel in service to the deaf through the
excellent leadership of the State Residential School and the
program offered at the University of Tennessee. Their survey
response indicates well over a dozen vocational facilities serving
the deaf. It was assumed that these are facitities serving the deaf.
It was assumed that these are facilities which have served selected
deaf clients on an individually programmed basis, but do not
necessarily have a formal program for the deaf. In Iowa we have
fifteen area community college programs with a wide variety of
vocational offerings. These programs have been used with success
for selected deaf clients through the use of interpreters and other
consultative assistance. However, I have not chosen to list these as
post-secondary resources for the adult deaf because they do not
meet my criteria in terms of being ''specifically available" for the
deaf.
The third troublesome term in my survey, the word "deaf," was
also a subject of wide interpretation in the survey results. A
number of the responses led me to the assumption that the resource
may be appropriately suitable for hard of hearing or orally oriented
deaf clients, but not necessarily equipped to deal with deaf clients
whose most efficient means of communication would be a total
approach including the use of manual sign language. Thus, in my
evaluation of the responses, I was confronted with the need to in
terpret an interpretation which, I am sure you would agree, is a
highly unscientific approach to the securing of factual data.
Nonetheless, although it was an acknowledged risk to attempt a
selection of a list of resources from the responses, I have elected to
take the risk and have compiled these in mimeographed form for
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distribution. It would be my suggestion that those of you interested
in pursuing more specific information regarding the nature of these
programs, their admission requirements, their costs, etc. should
write directly to the addresses included. This list includes a variety
of post-secondary programs, by no means totally inclusive,
presently functioning around the nation. Some programs are
geared to the college bound deaf adult seeking to enter professional
employment. Some programs are rather specifically limited to one
vocational trade. A few are oriented to multiply-handicapped deaf
or post-secondary training of a less formal nature but yet oriented
towards job placement. The survey did not make it possible to
make value judgements on the quality of programming being of-
ferred to the adult deaf. I feel sure, if you have specific questions
regarding any program listed here, you will be able to get an in
depth understanding of the program from those persons attending
this convention who are from the particular state involved and have
had personal experience with the program.
A further observation arising out of my review of resources is
the continued shortage of available facilities to provide specialized
services to the multiply-handicapped deaf. Selected programs exist
which I believe are doing a magnificent job in serving what we
sometimes refer to as the ''hard core" deaf client. Although I do not
have personal knowledge of the program I have heard excellent
reports about Project D.E.A.F. under the leadership of Ernest
Hairston at Columbus, Ohio. In Iowa we have had personal ex
perience with Jewish Employment and Vocational Service under
the direction of Sid Hurwitz in St. Louis. As I am sure Sid will
verify, we have shown no mercy in the complexity of the cases we
have referred and we have been verv impressed with the success
they have achieved witth these difficult clients. Even with these
resources available, we find ourselves in desperate need of other
specialized resources. For the deaf client who is experiencing
severe mental health problems, we continue to be frustrated in our
attempts to seek knowledgeable psychiatric services. I don't recall
where I heard this, but I recall once hearing the statement that if
you are deaf and mentally ill, you had best live in New York if you
want psychiatric services. The comment may be overdrawn, but I
doubt it. It does illustrate what I'm sure every professional
rehabilitation worker here has felt which is the continuing
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frustration of limited resources upon which to draw when your deaf
clients' needs go beyond those of securing vocational training.
With the addition of programs such as TVI of St. Paul, Delgado
in New Orleans, Denver Community College and Seattle Com
munity College we are encouraged by the increased availability on
a regional level of training resources. I would hope that we will see,
in the near future, regionalized programs developing to meet the
needs of deaf adults in need of specialized services for multiple-
handicaps. For example, I know of no resource available which
provides specific programming for the mentally retarded deaf
client and yet I feel sure that others here share Iowa's experience
of having numbers of these clients residing in State institutions.
Now, if I might be permitted to shift gears, I would like to ad
dress a few comments to the persons in attendance who are the
providers ol the post-secondary training for our deaf adults. 1 would
like to believe that my comments will be representative of the
counselor in the field who refers his client to you with the hope that
the client will return prepared to enter into independent em
ployment. Preceding my comments, I feel a need to say I operate
from an assumption that the primary goal of all of our post-
secondary training resources for the deaf adult is to assist him to
prepare for entry into competitive employment. That's a
pragmatic position to take, but when you are dealing with the nitty-
gritty of finding jobs for deaf persons, you get practical in a big
hurry.
No one in this room would quarrel with the contention that, as a
population, the deaf are characteristically underemployed. But I
feel we make a grevious error in our counseling of deaf clients if we
assume that every client is destined to reach his potential. We have
only to look at the hearing population to see evidence of large
numbers of students in college programs who college ad
ministrators acknowledge do not belong there. It is not always
because they lack the potential, but because they lack the desire. It
is fashionable to go to college these days. However, I feel, with
limited resources available to us in the field of the deaf, we can ill
afford to be fashionable along these lines.
Let me illustrate my point by sharing with you a conversation I
had recently with a fellow rehabilitation counselor from another
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state. His problem was a deaf client who had completed his
requirements for a B.A. degree. He had a degree in Liberal Arts
with a major in philosophy. The counselor's dilemma was simply
stated "Where do 1 place a deaf philosopher in employment?" Now I
strongly believe that the deaf are equally entitled to pursue courses
in philosophy if they so choose. But I also feel we have an obligation
to be very sure that this student is keenly aware of his potentials for
employment if he elects to pursue that course.
There is a great need to improve the lines of communication
between the post-secondary training resources and the referring
agencies. Confronted with a deaf client that you are not sure you
can place in employment, it is sometimes an easy temptation for the
counselor to postpone the problem by referring the client for ad
ditional training. Too frequently, when the client returns at the end
of ills training period, we find that the client still does not have a
clear understanding of his placement possibilities nor an ability to
clearly define his marketable skills. Unfortunately during the
client's period away from home for training, the counselor has not
kept abreast of the client's progress. There has not been close
coordination between the training resource and the local counselor.
This can be particularly troublesome if the deaf student has per
formed marginally in training and has been passed along con
ditionally only to come out of training a marginally skilled person.
And what is even worse, perhaps he is unaware that he is
marginally skilled.
I believe it is essential that those responsible for training
programs for deaf persons keep in the forefront of their thinking the
expectations of employers. Much as we may wish it were so, em
ployers are often not prepared to make the allowances for the
handicap that have been made during the training period. The
phrase "hire the handicapped-it's good business" may warm our
hearts because of its beneficent philosophy but it is not a
philosophy commonly shared by employers. Like it or not, the
burden of proof in that statement of philosophy rests with us and it
is important in our placement efforts to provide the employer with a
client who has sufficient ability to surmount the limitations of his
disability. I would therefore appeal to all post-secondary training
resources to maintain an honest and pragmatic approach to their
training efforts and the consequent results of that training.
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It is not enough for me as a counselor to know that John Jones
has completed a course in auto body repair. Experience has shown
me that it is not even meaningful to know that John has had two
years of auto body repair. In the past, 1 have assumed from such
information that 1 had a skilled auto body repairman and have
placed him on that basis only to learn later that during the two years
of training, John worked on three Model A's and a Volkswagen sand
dune buggy belonging to the instructor. Not once did he touch a
modern automobile nor did he learn that in auto body repair time is
a vital factor if the employer is to meet the cost estimate he has
given the customer.
This is perhaps a crude example 1 have given although 1 assure
you it is factual. 1 use it only to caution us in our continued
development of post-secondary training resources to avoid the
pitfall of letting good intentions replace quality in our efforts. To do
this will only be to follow the pattern of elementary and secondary
education of the deaf which has, in my judgement, compromised the
(luality of its education for the sake of maintaining rigid, traditional
educational systems. 1 would far rather that John Jones spend 4
years in training, if that's what it takes to make him a good auto
body repair man, than to sell John short by giving him inadequate
training.
1 would also like to encourage the post-secondary training
programs to keep the referring counselor closely apprised of the
client's progress in training. Although the counselor may have
referred the client to you for a specific type of vocational training,
your experience with the client may well indicate that the
vocational selection was in error. 1 know that all rehabilitation
counselors would welcome a candid report from a training resource
advising us that our client appears to be headed down a dead end
track and alternate planning is indicated. Too frequently, we find
out too late that our counseling was ill advised and we puzzle as to
why the training resource permitted the student to continue on in a
marginal fashion for so long.
1 have, for the past few moments, dwelled on a critical note. 1
feel confident that I have not begun to cover some of the concerns
felt by the referring counselors nor have 1, in fairness, heard the
complaints of the training resources. I know they have many
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legitimate complaints to make. I think, however, that this points up
the continuing need for a greater exchange of information between
the referring counselors and those involved in provision of post-
secondary training. We are seemingly often out of touch with one
another and it is the deaf client who suffers from this fact.
In summary, there continues to exist a need for a com
prehensive compilation of post-secondary facilities specifically
available to the adult deaf. Such an effort will require, if it is to be
an effective and helpful resource tool for counselors, the ex
penditure of money and considerable time. To be fully effective,
this resource list should include evaluative guidelines relative to the
nature and quality of the programs being offered, as well as
practical information regarding referral procedure, costs and
availability of the program to out of state referrants. The limited
survey undertaken for this presentation readily reveals that a wide
variety of activity is taking place at the post-secondary level, but it
has not clarified in depth the nature of these program offerings.
Further, we continue to be aware of serious deficiencies in
programming available on the post-secondary level for deaf adults.
Specifically, we find severe resource shortages for clients in need of
mental health services and programs uniquely designed to meet the
needs of multiply handicapped deaf persons.
Although encouraged by the addition of new resources on the
post-secondary level, we continue to recognize that the increasing
educational demands of our society are moving at such a pace as to
increasingly widen the gap between where the deaf stands today
and the level he must reach to effectively compete in our society.
We have no time to rest our oars. We cannot row, row, row our boat
gently down the stream. We are confronted with the ever increasing
turbulence that comes with rapid changes in our way of life. The
challenges are obvious and at times seem overwhelming. We will
need to continue our efforts in the development of practical and
effective post-secondary resources to meet the needs of our adult
deaf population. To achieve these goals will require increased
coordination and cooperation in the efforts of those of us engaged in
professional rehabilitation work with the deaf and to this end I feel
certain we all pledge ourselves.
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